What is INTI Edu-Assist?
INTI Edu-Assist is a financial aid scheme aimed at enabling students to gain access to quality private higher education in INTI’s programme.

Who is eligible to apply?
Malaysian students from families with a joint monthly household income of RM6,000 and below (West Malaysia) / RM5,000 and below (East Malaysia) for 2016 intakes only are eligible to apply for this financial aid scheme.

Does it apply to all intakes at all INTI campuses?
Only new intake for 2016 intakes in INTI’s Putra Nilai, Subang Lakeside and Penang will be considered for INTI Edu-Assist.

Does it apply to all programmes? What percentage of financial aid am I entitled to?
INTI Edu-Assist is applicable to selected programmes only. Please visit our Education Counsellors for a list of the selected programmes. The quantum of the financial aid varies by programme and by campus.

I sat for my SPM / Pre-U in 2012. Am I eligible to apply for INTI Edu-Assist?
The financial aid is only applicable to tuition fees.

Am I entitled to receive INTI scholarship / bursary and Edu-Assist at the same time?
Students are only entitled to one scheme / award at a time, whichever is earlier.

Can I still enroll if I missed the application deadline?
Application is made in the stipulated closing date. Late application will be considered at the discretion of the individual campus.

What happens if I withdraw from the programme before completion?
If you withdraw from the programme before completion, you are required to return the INTI Edu-Assist granted for the previous period. Standard withdrawal terms and conditions apply.

Can I apply for INTI Edu-Assist? What are the specific documents that I need to provide?
Students are required to fill up the INTI Edu-Assist application form and to provide the following documents:
- Certified copy of birth certificate
- Family Income form

I understand that INTI Edu-Assist applicants can also choose to pay the outstanding fees by Income Tax form (Form B / Form BE)?
Income Tax form (Form B / Form BE) is available for INTI Edu-Assist applicants for selected programmes only:

1) Programmes offered under INTI International College Subang Selangor
2) The amount and availability of financial aid may vary depending on the individual student and the participating programme.
3) The quantum of financial aid under this scheme may vary from campus to campus.
4) The financial aid is only valid for the programme in which the applicant has enrolled.

Am I able to transfer my financial aid to another INTI campus?
The application to transfer the financial aid to another INTI campus is at the sole discretion of INTI.

1) The Edu-Assist financial aid scheme is only open to:
   a) Malaysian students who are first time enrollees for the academic year of 2016
   b) If you are below 18 years of age, your parent or guardian consents to you providing the information in this form to INTI.

2) As the actual amount disbursed by PTPTN may vary, INTI reserves the right to make adjustments to the payment.

3) For PTPTN deduction in MPP, applicant must sign the CIMB direct debit mandate.

4) INTI reserves the rights to change these terms and conditions for purposes of administration and or due to operational necessity.

While enjoying quality education. Other than payment of a one-time administrative fee of RM53 (including 6% GST),

Other than payment of a one-time administrative fee of RM53 (including 6% GST), I understand that INTI Edu-Assist applicants can also choose to pay the outstanding fees by Income Tax form (Form B / Form BE).